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Corona SDK Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have ambitions to build apps that work on both iOS and Android, then this guide to Corona SDK will help you realize them quickly and painlessly. From developing to marketing - it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Build apps that can be used on multiple platforms
	
		Test your apps and publish...
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Mastering Hyper-V DeploymentSybex, 2010

	I have been working with Hyper-V since the beta release of it for Windows Server 2008. There
	was a lot to learn with the brand new product. It quickly became evident that Hyper-V was just
	a tiny piece of the entire puzzle. A Hyper-V project is much more than just a virtualization project.
	It is a project that will change how your server...
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Computers and Games: 7th International Conference, CG 2010, Kanazawa, JapanSpringer, 2011

	This book contains the papers of the 7th Computer and Games Conference
	(CG 2010) held in Kanazawa, Japan. The conference took place during
	September 24–26, 2010 in conjunction with the 15th Computer Olympiad and
	the 17th World Computer Chess Championship.


	The Computer and Games conference series is a major international...
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Home Recording Power!Premier Press, 2001
This book is for anyone who wants to record music at home that sounds as good as some project studio productions.  The emphasis is on using a home computer as the central part of the recording studio, a few reasonably priced software applications, and carefully chosen sound equipment. The book takes the reader from start to finish -- from concept...
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Unity UI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Design and develop interactive and professional user interfaces (UIs) for games in Unity
	
		Discover how to implement and deal with various in-game UI elements that will impress your players
	
		This practical recipe guide will help you to efficiently create powerful and remarkable UIs...
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How Much Money Does an Economy Need?: Solving the Central Economic Puzzle of Money,Prices, and JobsAxios Press, 2008

	How Much Money Does an Economy Need? takes a subject that most people find difficult to decipher and makes it easy to understand. Not only easy, but fascinating, with startling insights in every chapter. This book is especially recommended for informed readers and public policy makers who want to get to the bottom of economics so that they...
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Sea People: The Puzzle of PolynesiaHarper Perennial, 2019

	
		A blend of Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel and Simon Winchester’s Pacific, a thrilling intellectual detective story that looks deep into the past to uncover who first settled the islands of the remote Pacific, where they came from, how they got there, and how we know.

		

		For more...
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iPad Apps For Kids For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Get the scoop on the best kid-friendly apps iPad has to offer!


	How do you find good apps for your children? Read iPad Apps For Kids For Dummies, that's how! With over a half-million apps in the App Store and that number growing, this great new guide cuts through the clutter and points parents in the direction of...
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Ten Ton DreamweaverPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're thinking about creating or maintaining Web sites, you're likely to turn to Dreamweaver, the de facto software tool of choice for Web design today. What could be a chore, however, becomes a fun and fascinating challenge with this comprehensive yet clever guide. Author Geoff Blake turns a technical topic...
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3D Game Programming for Kids: Create Interactive Worlds with JavaScript (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Printed in full color.

		

		You know what's even better than playing games? Creating your own. Even if you're an absolute beginner, this book will teach you how to make your own online games with interactive examples. You'll learn programming using nothing more than a browser, and see cool, 3D results...
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Database Tuning: Principles, Experiments, and Troubleshooting TechniquesMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Tuning your database for optimal performance means more than following a few short steps in a vendor-specific guide.  For maximum improvement, you need a broad and deep knowledge of basic tuning principles, the ability to gather data in a systematic way, and the skill to make your system run faster.  This is an art as well as a science, and...
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Algorithmic PuzzlesOxford University Press, 2011

	While many think of algorithms as specific to computer science, at its core algorithmic thinking is defined by the use of analytical logic to solve problems. This logic extends far beyond the realm of computer science and into the wide and entertaining world of puzzles. In Algorithmic Puzzles, Anany and Maria Levitin use many classic...
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